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Abstract
In the present work, crystallization in melts and poor-solvent solutions of semiflex-
ible polymers with different concentration was studied by means of dissipative particle
dynamics simulation technique. We use a coarse-grained polymer model trying to catch
general principles of crystallization in such systems on large time and length scales. We
observe the crystallization process starting from an initial randomly prepared system
with different polymer volume fractions in a poor solvent. Because the solvent is very
poor, the macrophase polymer-solvent separation takes place very fast and is accom-
panied by partial polymer crystallization. We have found that the overall crystalline
fraction at the end of crystallization process decreases upon increasing the polymer
volume fraction in the initial randomly prepared system, while the steady-state crys-
tallization speed is almost the same at polymer volume fractions larger than 50%. At
the same time, the average crystallite size differs considerably and has a maximum
value in the systems with 90% polymer volume fraction. We assume that this poly-
mer concentration is an optimal value in a sense of a balance between the amount
of polymer material available for increasing crystallite size and chain entanglements
preventing crystallites growth and merging.
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INTRODUCTION
Crystallization of polymer materials influences strongly their macroscopic properties and
plays an important role in many applications.1–7 Understanding of polymer crystallization
on the molecular level is one of the most challenging unsolved problem in modern polymer
physics. Nowadays the detailed knowledge of polymer crystallization mechanism still stays
unclear for many semi-crystalline polymers, i.e., it is unknown what is the general scenario
of crystallization process and how external conditions and chemical structure of a polymer
chain affect the crystallization behavior and macroscopic properties of a particular semi-
crystalline polymer material.1–7 From the microscopic point of view the main difference
between polymer crystallization and low-molecular inorganic crystallization is the fact that
monomers are constrained by connecting in chains, so that the concept of a polymer chain
conformation and “chain folding”1–7 becomes important. In the melt of long non-phantom
chains a network of entanglements is formed, and this fact dramatically slows down the
dynamics and is responsible for many important mechanical features such as, e.g., high
elasticity of polymer materials.8 In addition, this network of entanglements makes impossible
the complete crystallization in systems with long polymer chains, so we can talk only about
partially crystallized polymers.1–7
Polymer crystallization is a very complex phenomenon, and it includes many different
aspects.1–7 One should distinguish crystallization from solutions and from melts, primary
and secondary nucleation processes during crystallization, homogeneous vs. heterogeneous
nucleation, consider possible contributions from equilibrium thermodynamics and from ki-
netics, evidences for nucleation and growth scenario and spinodal decomposition scenario
at different time scales, possible presence of “precursors” (preordered mesomorphic struc-
tures and may be even a mesomorphic phase), take into account chain length, value of
supercooling, etc.1–7 For such a complex phenomenon, it is not surprisingly, that there are
controversies in theoretical and computer simulation literature on some of these aspects, so
that we seem to be still quite far from complete understanding of polymer crystallization in
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different systems.7
There is still no generally accepted analytical description of polymer crystallization based
on the microscopic approach of statistical physics. Crystallization is a 1st order transition,
so that there is no universality in the sense of universality in critical phenomena, and it
is hard to expect that a unified description of crystallization process can be found for all
crystallizing polymers. However, there are universal properties of all polymer systems –
connectivity of monomer units in chains, intramolecular stiffness, topology – and therefore
we could expect some general features (similarity, universality) in crystallization behavior
of particular classes of polymers. Such general features could be, e.g., a particular scenario
of crystallization, initial spontaneous thickness of a lamella, its dependence on temperature,
lamellar thickening with time, etc.
In general, most of theoretical approaches, that describe polymer crystallization, do not
correspond to some microscopic view of polymer crystallization at the level of chain confor-
mation and its statistical behavior.7 A statistical mechanical description of polymer crys-
tallization does not exist even for simple models like, e.g., bead-spring model, although
several successful attempts to describe different aspects of crystallization in polymers by
means of statistical physics approach are known for a long time,9,10 including also studies of
chain statistics in polymer crystallization.11 Recently, a simple kinetic model of a polymer
crystalline lamella formation has been proposed,12 based on competition between coil and
rod-like conformations in overcooled polymer melt, and this kinetic theory predicts correct
lamellar thickness depending on temperature, similar to more phenomenological approach
by Strobl.13–15
Let us mention here just a few open problems in understanding polymer crystallization.
For polymer crystallization from solution, the mechanism of dependence on molecular weight
and on polymer concentration is still partially understood and various explanations coex-
ist.7 For early stages of polymer crystallization (both from solutions and from melts), the
nucleation and growth (NG) scenario is generally considered as being realised in most poly-
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mer systems, and some mesomorphic preordered structures, like “baby nuclei”,10 bundles,16
precursor layers17 are formed. The mechanisms of growing and possibly also merging of
such nuclei are still poorly understood.7 There exist even the concept of a mesomorphic
phase13–15 which has been, however, criticised.17,18 Also, there is still a controversy in the
literature on domination of different scenario, i.e., nucleation and growth (NG) vs. spinodal
decomposition (SD), at early stages of primary nucleation,7 although opinions supporting
SD scenario have been criticised long ago.6
Computer simulations which deal with microscopic models can shed light on many as-
pects of polymer crystallization. Microscopic models can be atomistic or coarse-grained (CG)
depending on which particular aspects of behavior of a real system one would like to investi-
gate. Advantages and disadvantages of each approach/model are well known, and nowadays
multiscale simulations are required for solution of most problems (see, e.g., the review19).
Microscopic models on atomistic and “united atom” (UA) level have been constructed so
far for only a few polymers, e.g., for polyethylene, polyvinyl alcohol, etc., as well as for
coarse-grained models like bead-spring model (references are given below). Mechanisms of
crystallization can be different for different classes of polymers, although there could be some
common (general, “universal” in the sense of similarity) features which depend on the uni-
versal properties of all polymers only, like, e.g., chain connectivity, intramolecular stiffness,
etc., and not on the details of the chemical structure. CG models can be good enough to
capture some properties of real polymers, but they can fail in the description of other crucial
features. A well known example is the stability of rotator phase in UA model of polyethylene
(PE),20 while the orthorhombic phase in real PE cannot be observed using this model.20,21
Atomistic vs. CG models: to reveal either a microscopic mechanism of crystallization in a
particular polymer systems or to try to reveal universal features, i.e., those depending only
on universal properties of polymers, of crystallization in a broad class of polymer systems,
e.g., in semi-flexible polymers, or in comb-like polymers, etc.
Simulation of polymer crystallization was performed by several groups using both Molec-
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ular Dynamics (MD)18,22–32 and Monte Carlo (MC)33,34 methods. Recognized leaders in
this field are groups of Muthukumar,6,10,18,33–37 Mu¨ller-Plathe, Yamamoto,27,28,38–42 Rut-
ledge,26,43–45 Sommer17,29,46–50 and Schilling.25,31,32 Different CG levels have been used: UA
models for PE20 and for poly(vinilalcohol)22,23 (PVA), Yamamoto for PE, Meyer for PE,24,51
etc. To check these references one more for relevance and to order them, and to omit names.
The usual way to induce polymer crystallization in different models is to increase chain stiff-
ness by using torsion and/or bond angle potentials, which stimulate chains being packed
into lamellas. Because of limiting computational resources MD studies usually focused only
in (on? at?) early stages of polymer melt crystallization and a single crystallite formation.
Crystallization in melts through chain folding has been discussed by Yamamoto27,28,38,40–42
and by Meyer et.al.22,23 Polymer crystallization in solutions through chain folding has been
studies by Muthukumar10,33,34 and by Yamamoto.39 Precursors were studied by Sommer17
and by Meyer.22,23 Single chain collapse vs. crystallization from solutions of different quality
has been recently studied by Wang et.al.52
General theoretical concept of folded chains in lamellae crystallized both from solutions
and from melts is now well established,7 and this concept has been many times (actually,
since the discovery of crystallization in polymers more than 60 years ago) confirmed in
experimental studies.53–57 Another aspect of chain folding should be mentioned here: this
folding of a polymer chain in a lamella is similar to formation of a crumpled globule,58
while the difference between lamella and crumpled globule is the existence of the long-
range ordering (both orientational and translational) of segments (stems) of a long polymer
chain in a lamella and only a quite short-range ordering in the crumpled globule. However,
this analogy (at least partial analogy) with crumpled globule conformation has not been
raised yet except our previous work59 (to the best of our knowledge). Folded conformations
of a polymer chain have been observed in simulations (coarse-grained on the united atom
level), including both adjacent and random reentry,17,25,41 although in most cases only for a
single lamella and using some special techniques like self-seeding or presence of a nucleation
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surface17,25,41 (due to natural computational time limitations). This means, that, e.g., the
intramolecular nucleation model by Hu et.al.60 has been not yet confirmed by (observed in)
computer simulations (to the best of our knowledge, to check all related papers once more),
while it is quite difficult to confirm this model experimentally. Therefore, we need larger
length and time scales, i.e., we need a coarse-graining going behind the UA level, and this
is the goal of our paper. Running ahead of the story, we have observed this phenomena (for
the first time, to the best of our knowledge), and we have observed even some configurations
resembling precursors of spherulites.
In several papers10,35 similar to classical theory of Lauritzen and Hoffmann,61,62 the main
driving force of crystallization is the intermonomer attraction. However, more recent pa-
pers17,25,26,28,29 suppose that intermonomer interaction (attraction) plays the major role only
at later stages of crystallization (whether this statement is really present in all these pa-
pers?), while during initial stages of crystallization the orientational (nematic) ordering63,64
of chain segments (due to the excluded volume effect, i.e., pure steric interactions) plays the
most important role, then leading to chain extension and increasing of local concentration,
and finally to crystallization.25
Our goal is to reveal (if this will be possible) a general scenario of crystallization in a par-
ticular class of polymers (long semiflexible chains) under particular conditions (poor-solvent
solutions, i.e., fast precipitation accompanied by crystallization). Studying crystallization
scenario means studying both the primary and secondary nucleation, i.e., we need large
length and time scales, and therefore, we definitely need a CG model. In the course of simu-
lation we need to study both the structure/size of crystallites and conformational properties
of single chains.
In our research we have used a very coarse-grained and popular Dissipative Particle
Dynamics (DPD) technique65,66 for the simulation of polymer crystallization in poor–solvent
solutions and melts of semiflexible polymers. DPD allows to go to quite large time and
space scales because soft potentials allow to increase the time integration step. This makes
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DPD considerably faster than standard MD scheme during studies of condensed polymer
materials at large time scales. Because of soft nature of used potentials there are no strong
restrictions on excluded volume of beads, and this makes chains partly phantom. Therefor,
the original DPD model is not suitable to mimic crystallization, but it is very good for
studying equilibrium properties, like block-copolymer microphase separation.67,68 However,
recently it was shown69 that it is possible to choose DPD simulation parameters to keep
chains non-phantom and simultaneously use comfortably large integration step.
In this paper we provide DPD computer simulation to understand basic principles of crys-
tallization in poor–solvent solutions and melts of semiflexible polymer at a coarse-grained
level. We do not consider any special torsion or bond angle potentials, and the chain stiff-
ness is introduced by applying stiff spring potential on bonds between beads successive
along the chain, like in the fused-tangent-spheres model.70 This potential can reestablish
steric interaction even in the model with soft-core repulsion potential, and this stimulates
chain segments to undergo liquid crystalline (nematic) transition63,64 which is then the first
stage of crystallization in our systems. Main purpose of this research is to understand
fundamental principles of many neighboring crystallites growth in entangled semiflexible
polymer melt and the influence of polymer concentration on the system behavior. All
studied properties (behavior?) of our crystallized polymer system are (is?) caused by a few
general features (universal properties?): connectivity of monomer beads into (in?) chains,
intrachain stiffness (memory along the chain about orientation of bonds between beads)
and topological restrictions (entanglements of non-phantom chains). Connectivity, stiffness
and topology/entanglements are the three whales on whom the crystallization behavior in
our model rests! Although details of some specific polymer chemical structure may change
individual features of the crystallization process we believe that general trends and several
common regularities of melt (???) crystallization process should stay true (???).
To check the introduction once more for the the following items: (1) what is the lack
of understanding in the present state-of-the-art? (2) what new knowledge do we intend to
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bring? which aspects of the problem do we address in this paper? universality of some
properties? in particular, universality in behaviour (properties) of crystallites? at early
stages of crystallization? or also on the later stages as well? in some classes of polymers
only? e.g., semiflexible polymers? to compare our conclusions below with our claims about
our plans for this paper here!
Our model is closely related to crystallization of semiflexible polymers caused by their fast
precipitation from a poor-solvent solution,71 which is typical for many polymer processing
schemes, including fiber formation.72 For such process we try to reveal some general features
which do not depend on polymer chemical structure but are related to universal polymer
properties, i.e., chain connectivity, stiffness and entanglements.
This paper is organised in a traditional way: we start with description of our model and
simulation techniques, then present our results and finish with conclusions.
SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
DPD is a method of a coarse-grained molecular dynamics (i.e., solution of NewtonâĂŹs
equations of motion for a system of particles) with a stochastic thermostat conserving total
momentum and angular momentum and with soft potentials adapted to polymers and
mapped onto the classical lattice Flory–Huggins theory.65,66,73–75 Macromolecules are repre-
sented in terms of the bead-and-spring model, with particles of equal mass (chosen to be the
mass unity) and equal size interacting by conservative force, dissipative force and random
force:
fi =
∑
i 6=j
(F bij + F cij + F dij + F rij) , (1)
where fi is the force acting on the i-th bead. The summation is performed over all other
beads within the cut-off radius rc, which is chosen to be the length unity, rc = 1. First two
terms in the sum are conservative forces. The term F bij is a spring force describing chain
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connectivity of beads:
F bij = −k(rij − l0)
rij
rij
, (2)
where rij = rj − ri, ri is the coordinate of the i-th bead, rij = |rij|, k is the bond stiffness
parameter, l0 is the equilibrium bond length. If beads i and j are not connected by bonds,
F bij = 0. The term F cij is a soft core repulsion between beads i and j:
F cij =

aij(1− rij)rij/rij, rij ≤ 1
0, rij > 1
, (3)
where aij is the maximum repulsion force between beads i and j for rij = 0. Since F cij has no
singularity at zero distance, a much larger time step than in the standard molecular dynamics
can be used without loosing the stability of a numerical scheme for integrating the equations
of motion, and this makes it possible to access larger time scales when complex polymeric
structures are studied. Other constituents of fi are random force F rij and dissipative force
F dij acting as a heat source and surrounding media friction, respectively.65 The parameters
for these forces are: noise parameter σ = 3, friction force parameter γ = 4.5. More detailed
description of our simulation methodology can be found elsewhere.67,68
We study polymer systems with different polymer volume fraction ϕ = 20%, 50%, 70%,
90%, 95% and 100%. This total polymer volume fraction is constant during the simulation,
but the local polymer concentration can change significantly. Since the DPD scheme uses
explicit solvent particles, for systems with ϕ < 1 the rest of simulation box is filled by solvent
beads. The total number density of DPD particles in our systems was ρ = 3. The repulsion
parameter between a polymer particle and a solvent particle, aps, was chosen to be larger
than polymer–polymer interaction parameter, app, while their difference was chosen to be
∆a = aps − app = 10, unless otherwise specified in the text. Such condition corresponds
to a poor solvent case, and the Flory-Huggins parameter of polymer-solvent interaction can
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be calculated as χps = 0.306∆a (see Ref.65) and occurs to be χps ≈ 3. This mimics the
situation of a fast polymer precipitation from solution with simultaneous crystallization,
which is typical for many polymer processing schemes, including fiber formation.72
The use of soft volume and bond potentials leads to the fact that the chains are formally
“phantom”, i.e., their self-crossing can happen in three dimensions. The phantom nature
of chains can affect both the equilibrium properties (e.g., the phase behavior of the system
or relationships between the average radius of gyration of a coil and the number of units in
the coil) as well as dynamic properties (while the dynamic/kinetic properties can be affected
more strongly). However, it greatly speeds up the equilibration of the system which helps to
built the phase diagram (although may be of a slightly different system than one expects). As
regards the dynamic properties, it was shown that the original DPD method is consistent with
the Rouse dynamics76,77 which is relevant only for ideal polymers and non-entangled polymer
melts. However, if studying crystallization behavior, that require explicit consideration of
the presence of entanglements between chains due to steric interactions, it is necessary to
introduce some additional forces that forbid the self-intersection of the chains. These forces
are usually quite cumbersome and considerably slow the computation. There are several
methods developed to avoid (or at least to reduce significantly) the bond crossings in CG
models (see, e.q., the review78). Nikunen et al.69 described a method for keeping chains to
be non-phantom in DPD simulations without any additional forces. We have used this quite
simple and fast method69 which has been proven to reproduce entanglements and polymer
reptational dynamics reasonably well.59,66,79
This method is based on geometrical considerations (see Fig. 1). If the distance between
any two beads which are not neighbors along the chain cannot be smaller than rmin, every
bead in the system effectively has an excluded volume with radius rmin/2. If each bond along
the chain can have the length not larger than the maximum length lmax, the condition of non-
phantom chains is satisfied if inequality
√
2rmin > lmax holds in the course of simulations.
Although particles in DPD are formally point-like, they still have some excluded volume due
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of two chains to check bonds crossing conditions.
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to the presence of the repulsive potential governed by the aij value. Similarly, due to the
bond potential all bonds can have some maximal possible length.69 In our study, we have
chosen app = ass = 150, aps = 160, l0 = 0.2, k = 150, and with this set of parameters
we are almost sure that the probability of chains intersection events in our simulations is
infinitely small, see Fig. S1 in Supplementary Materials (to add letter S to figure numbers
in the supplement materials! – do we really need them?). In addition, the small value of
equilibrium bond length l0 = 0.2 forces beads, which are the neighbors along the chain,
to be located considerably closer to each other than non-linked beads. Repulsive volume
interactions between beads i and i ± 2, i ± 3... provide effective chain stiffness, similar to
the tangent hard spheres model.70 With this additional “stiffening” of interactions (due to
quite large values of aij-parameters and bond stiffness k as well as small l0) we still could
use a quite large integration time step ∆t = 0.02. Therefore, we have a solution of self-
avoiding semi-flexible chains, and such a system has a tendency to undergo lyotropic nematic
ordering transition63,64 at high polymer concentrations due to steric interactions only (i.e.,
due to excluded volume effect), and this orientational ordering is usually the first stage
of a possible crystallization transition at later stages, depending on the model.25,32,80 The
obtained average distance between linked monomer units is 〈l〉 = 0.48 (in units of rc), the
chain persistence length b is about 2.3 monomer units, i.e., b˜ = b · 〈l〉 = 1.1 in units of rc, as
we have estimated using the bond autocorrelation analysis81,82 (for calculation of persistence
length a single chain was simulated in a solvent with χ = 0.5 and the data has been averaged
over 5 independent runs – to check once more!). Note, that the intramolecular stiffness is
actually not large in our model, however, the additional stiffening of chains (increasing of
the persistence length) takes place due to nematic ordering.83
We use rather long chains of the length N = 103 monomer units. The initial conforma-
tions of the system are prepared as sets of Gaussian chains (random walks) with bond length
l = 0.48 and with the desired polymer volume fraction ϕ. Then, the remaining volume is
randomly filled with the solvent particles until the total number density ρ = 3 is reached.
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The simulation box was set to be cubic with the side size Lbox = 50rc, with periodic
boundary conditions in all directions. There are totally 375 000 DPD beads in simulation
box, and the maximal number of polymer chains is equal to N (max)chains = 375 in the case
ϕ = 1. The average linear size of Gaussian chain with N = 103 and l = 0.48 is equal to
R = l
√
N ≈ 15 (this is the average end-to-end distance while the gyration radius is 6 times
smaller), and for semi-flexible chain it becomes larger, and we have to multiply it by the
persistence length lb
√
N ≈ 35 (to check! – some arguments seem to be wrong?! if b segments
form one Kuhn segment then N/b is the number of Kuhn segments, and then lb
√
N/b ≈ 23;
or should one take into account that the Kuhn segment is twice the persistence length? then
2lb
√
N/2b ≈ 32.5 – what is correct?), which is smaller than the box side. Thus, on average
each polymer chain does not interact with itself via periodic boundaries (or at least possible
effects from such interactions are negligibly small – until a percolating cluster appears in our
simulation box). Because all physical parameters which we have monitored varied smoothly
with time and polymer volume fraction ϕ, we have performed simulation of only a single
system for each ϕ-value (note also, that the parameters related to single chain properties are
self-averaging, i.e., they can be averaged over all chains in a simulation box). For calculations
we use our own original domain-decomposition parallelized DPD code.67,68 The maximum
simulation time was 108 DPD steps for each polymer volume fraction ϕ.
՜
𝑣𝑖
θij
՜
𝑣𝑗
Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the crystallinity criterion for a polymer bond vi.
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To characterize the system morphologies, we implement the following two-stage cluster
analysis. On the first stage, we consider bonds vi connecting two successive beads (monomer
units) i− 1 and i along the chain (Fig. 2), while coordinates of centers of bonds are chosen
to be the coordinates of bonds, and directions of bonds are vectors between two successive
beads. We determine which bonds belong to the crystalline fraction, and then we perform
cluster analysis to find crystallites composed from these “crystalline” bonds. To recognize
whether a particular bond vi belongs to the crystalline phase we use the following rules (see
Fig. 2).
1. For each bond vi, we determine all neighboring bonds vj as bonds inside a sphere with
the center at the center of bond vi and radius Rc = 1.5 (in DPD units rc). In the
system with polymer volume fraction ϕ = 1, each bond has ∼ 18 neighbors.
2. Then, we define the number of neighboring bonds vj, which are collinear with the
selected one, vi. For this goal, we calculate the angle θij between bonds vi and vj and
use the following collinearity threshold criteria: two bonds vi and vj are collinear if
the angle between them is less than 17 degrees, θij < 17 degrees.
3. Finally, we calculate the ratio of the number of collinear neighbors to the total number
of neighbors. Bond vi is marked “crystalline” if this ratio is greater than 0.4, otherwise
it is marked “amorphous”, and this is our bond crystallinity criteria (this procedure is
quite similar to the crystallinity criteria used previously in MD simulations of crystal-
lization in alkanes25).
After such labeling, we perform the standard clustering analysis84 using cut-off radius Rc =
1.5 to find the clusters formed by neighboring “crystalline” bonds.
At the second stage of our analysis of crystalline clusters, we turn to the consideration
of the beads and mark a bead “crystalline” if it is either the beginning or the end bead of at
least one crystalline bond, otherwise it is marked “amorphous”. This procedure transforms
the set of clusters of crystalline bonds into the set of clusters of crystalline beads. However,
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after the first stage several “amorphous” beads were still located inside some crystalline
clusters (although they did not belong to those crystalline clusters). To decide, whether
an “amorphous” bead in the neighborhood to some crystallite, i.e., being located within
the cutoff radius Rc = 1.5 from any bead of this crystallite, still can be included in this
crystallite, we define the direction of a bead i as the vector from the bead (i−1) to the bead
(i+ 1) and check the following criteria:
1. Calculate the director Dc for each cluster, i.e., the unit vector corresponding to the
preferred orientation of the beads in a crystallite (the normalized sum of all beads in
a cluster).
2. Compare the directions of the cluster director Dc and a neighboring “amorphous”
bead. If the angle α between the cluster direction and the bead direction is less than
α < 20 degrees, the bead is marked “crystalline” and added to this cluster, otherwise
the bead stays “amorphous”.
This additional second stage of analysis of beads initially marked as “amorphous”, is
aimed to avoid splitting of rod-like segments (stems) inside crystalline clusters (which we also
call crystallites or lamellas), that can happen because of coordinates/directions fluctuations
due to the soft nature of excluded volume potential in DPD.
In our simulations, we have monitored the average size and the number of crystallites,
as well as the degree of crystallinity as function of time and polymer volume fraction. To
characterize polymer chain conformations, we have calculated the dependence of the aver-
age squared spatial distance between two monomer units on the number of monomer units
between them along the chain, R2(n), separately for the segments belonging to crystalline
and amorphous fractions, respectively. Such dependence has been proved to be very useful
to analyze polymer conformational state at different length scales.59,85 We have also studied
the length distribution of crystalline segments or stems, i.e., the strongly extended parts of
polymer chains inside crystallites, for different polymer concentrations.
15
Some quite useful text has been temporarily removed from here, but probably it would be
worth-while to come back to it...
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
(a) 20% (b) 70% (c) 90% (d) 100%
Figure 3: Snapshots of several systems with different polymer volume fraction ϕ at the end
of equilibration, t = 108 DPD steps. Only polymer beads are shown (“crystalline” beads are
red, “amorphous” beads are blue), while solvent beads are hidden.
Final morphologies after long equilibration are shown in Fig. 3 for several systems having
different polymer volume fraction ϕ. In Fig. 3, solvent particles are hidden, and red and
blue colors show “crystalline” and “amorphous” beads, respectively. It is easy to recognise
crystallites (red) separated by solvent (transparent) or amorphous polymer (blue) regions.
The linear size of a typical crystallite is smaller than the simulation box size, so that a single
crystallite does not interact with itself through (via?) periodic boundaries (this contradicts to
the statement about percolating crystallite below?!). Visually, we can get an impression that
the crystallite size seems to have the largest value for polymer volume fraction ϕ somewhere
between 70 % and 90 %, but this point needs further numerical data analysis.
Fig. 4 shows a more detailed view of a typical system with 50% polymer volume fraction
at some intermediate time of 107 DPD steps, including its crystallization behavior and cluster
structure. In Figure 4a one can see the polymer–solvent separation as well as the separation
of the polymer–rich phase into crystalline and amorphous sub-phases. The crystalline sub-
phase is comprised of several crystallites (see Figure 4b), which could be easily found by
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Figure 4: (a) Snapshot of a system with 50 % polymer volume fraction (some intermediate
morphology in the course of equilibration): red beads are “crystalline” and blue beads are
“amorphous”, solvent beads are not shown. (b) The same system after both stages of the
cluster analysis: different colors correspond to different crystalline clusters, and “amorphous”
beads are not shown. (c) The conformation of a randomly chosen single polymer chain from
(a). (d) The static structure factor for the crystalline (red) and amorphous (blue) polymer
beads from (a).
our two-stage clustering analysis described above. These crystallites can have quite complex
surfaces and very different sizes. Analysis of maxima in static structure factor (see Figure
4d) confirms that parts of chains (chain segments? stems?) in crystallites have hexagonal
packing.23 This corresponds to nematic phase of liquid crystal (or to rotator phase?). A single
chain may contribute to several crystallites (e.g., the chain shown in Figure 4c contributes
to two different crystallites). In general, the crystallite structure is similar to that obtained,
e.g., for another model by means of MD simulation.23 Thus, a preliminary conclusion here
is that our model and the DPD simulation scheme reproduce reasonably good some general
features and therefore are suitable for studying crystallization in polymers on quite large
time and length scales (due to soft potentials and large integration step), while (because?)
they still keep the chains to be non-phantom (which is one of the most crucial feature for
polymer crystallization).
Figs. 5 and 6 present physical quantities which are main characteristics of the crystalline
sub-phase – the average size of crystallites, the normalized number of crystallites (i.e., the
number of crystallites divided by the polymer volume fraction ϕ), and the degree of crys-
tallinity (i.e., the number of crystalline beads divided by the total number of polymer beads)
17
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Figure 5: Time dependencies of the degree of crystallinity (a), of the average crystallite
size (b), and of the normalized number of crystallites (c) for systems with different polymer
volume fraction (shown in the legend) (to change c to ϕ in these figures).
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– at different times and for different polymer volume fractions.
To discuss here also the absence of error bars (how large could errors be? what was the
averaging?), gaps in some curves due to the absence of points, i.e., absence of clusters, and
why we use lines connecting the data points without any smoothing/fitting. There are no
error bars because for all systems we present the data obtained in a single run (for each
system). Lines are just a guide to the eye. Existing trends confirm that we have not made
too large error. We estimate an error for each point to be about ???
In Fig. 5a one can observe the process of crystallization in logarithmic timescale – the
degree of crystallinity starts to increase quite rapidly after about 105 DPD time steps for
small polymer volume fractions ϕ and after about 106 DPD time steps for large polymer
volume fractions ϕ, and this is our estimation for the local crystallization time τ (i.e., the
time of formation of crystallites/seeds). This time τ depends on ϕ which is due to different
speed of the polymer–solvent separation. After this rapid increase of the degree of crys-
tallinity, all systems pass into some (a presumably? a seemingly?) steady-state regime of
logarithmically (!!! or simply much more?) slow crystallization process. The kinetic reason
for this slowing-down is the network of entanglements in the concentrated polymer solution
(or even melt!) after separation from the solvent, so that the full relaxation time for such
system is expected to be comparable with reptation time,8 i.e., being of the order τN3. In
our simulations the polymer length was N = 103, but in real polymer melts for high modulus
fibers the degree of polymerization is much higher72 (do we need here this remark?). Thus,
as it is well known8, there is no hope to reach a true thermodynamic equilibrium in such
systems, both in simulations and in real experiments (crystallizable polymers always stay
semi-crystalline), and we can only discuss properties of some quasi-equilibrium steady-state
system with slow evolution toward more crystalline material (material with higher degree of
crystallinity?). For our model, we observe a quite interesting result (feature): the crystal-
lization speed is almost the same with good accuracy in the steady-state regime for systems
with ϕ larger than 50%. That observation is (This happens) probably because the entan-
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glements length Ne is similar for those polymer systems, see also Fig.S2 (to add letter S to
figure numbers in the supplement materials! – do we really need them? may be just to write
here the values of Ne and to say a few words?) for time evolution of Ne in our systems.
The calculation of Ne was carried out in a similar manner to the procedure developed in
M. Kro¨ger’s group86–89 (this method gives an average value of Ne). We note here that in
our simulations we did-not observe considerable increase of Ne during the whole simulation
time (it increases only on short time in the beginning of simulations). This observation is
in agreement with the argument about huge reptation time given above, as well as with
Sommer’s results in,29,49,50 where the entanglements decrease during crystallization process,
especially at smaller concentration (there is a good agreement with Sommer! chains are dis-
entangled = entanglement decreases = Ne increases!). Entanglement length increases (i.e.,
the chains become less entangled, i.e., disentanglement of chains takes place) quite fast on
the times smaller than than 100 DPD steps, and afterwards it stays almost constant for all
systems. The “time of disentanglement” is 4-5 orders of magnitude smaller than the local
crystallization time τ . (May be this disentanglement time can be used as an estimation of
characteristic time of polymer-solvent phase separation? It is quite strange that disentan-
glement takes place so fast – isn’t it? Is there any simple explanation for this?) We believe
that it is an effect of larger (small???) system size in our simulations and it corresponds
well with experimental SANS results about conformational properties of PE chains during
crystallization in a melt90 (our model is not related to PE! to change this Ref.? to add other
Refs.? this paper is on the adjacent/non-adjacent reentry in a PE lamella).
Time evolution of the average crystallite size shows permanent growth on small times
while it saturates (shows a saturation) around (at about) 107 DPD steps (is almost constant
on times larger than 107 DPD steps) especially for concentrated systems (Fig. 5b). Inter-
estingly, the largest average cluster size is achieved for 90% polymer volume fraction (see
more discussion below). (To check once more how the averaging was performed. The data
for average cluster size are used in Fig. 5b and in Fig. 6a. According to Pavel, he has used
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the left limit =5 for all calculations except the old version of Fig. 5b where he has used the
left cutoff = 100. In the present version of the manuscript, the new Fig. 5b is presented,
where Pavel has used the left cutoff =5. Therefore, now in all figures showing the average
cluster size the small size cutoff =5. This means, that some of calculations made by V.A.
should be revisited!)
(A part of text on relation between cluster size and lamellar thickness has been removed
here – most probably, we do not need it)
Figure 5c shows the total number of determined crystallites divided by the polymer
volume fraction ϕ and gives more insight about the crystallization process. On small times,
we observe a sharp increase (seemingly obeying a power-law dependence) of the number of
crystallites, followed by a well-defined maximum around 105 and 106 steps for systems with
small and large polymer volume fraction, respectively, and then by a pronounced decrease
of the number of crystallites. The initial increase represents the nucleation process, when
many small crystallites are formed in the system, and this stage of crystallization is finished
at the time moment when the overall degree of crystallinity starts to increase, see Fig. 5a.
After that moment the number of crystallites starts to decrease due to the process of merging
of small crystallites into larger ones, which seems to be the main process of further growth
of crystallites (is this correct??? may be they also grow due to adding new chains or new
parts of chains to crystallites??? to add here some words about the primary and secondary
nucleation...). We would like to emphasize here again that the average size of crystallites
stays almost constant (no!!!?? there is ∼ log t increasing?!) on the time interval 107 − 108
DPD steps, while the degree of crystallinity is increasing and the number of crystallites
(normalized by the polymer volume fraction) is decreasing (is here some contradiction or
not? the degree of crystallinity increases because more amorphous beads become crystalline;
the number of crystallites decreases because the crystallites merge together; therefore, the
average size of crystallites should grow – this is inevitable; there are two possibilities – either
the average size of crystallites growth ∼ log t or it saturates to a constant value with time
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because it reaches the size of the box; TO CHECK – whether the average size of crystallites
reaches the box size already? if yes, then there are definitely strong finite size effect which
should be discussed or even studied!). In our opinion this is (in some content) similar to the
(a?) two stage crystallization scheme (schemes? two-stage growth? secondary nucleation?)
previously discussed in the literature:13 first, some seeds (precursors) of crystallites occur
in a polymer melt, and then these precursors rapidly aggregate to form lamellas.13 (If one
interpetes the Strobl’s mesophase as a set of small crystalline seeds? spinodal decomposition
on early stages followed by nucleation and growth? - but this has been criticized long ago
by Muthu! to mention also Sommer’s paper on precursor layers at a single crystallite17?
length scales available in our simulations allow observation of many crystallite seeds in the
simulation box and their growing and merging – both primary and secondary nucleation AND
merging – this is an excellent result, but this place should be formulated more accurately)
Interestingly, that during the second regime all systems again have very similar behavior,
and we can assume (claim? suspect!!?) even the existence of a universal power-law decrease
of the number of crystallites at late stages of crystallization (however, if the size of crystallites
reaches the size of simulation box, then this claim is not quite clear/correct or even just a
garbage...).
In Fig. 6a we observe another intriguing (interesting?) feature: the dependence of the
average crystallite size on polymer volume fraction ϕ has a maximum at intermediate value
ϕ = 0.9 (see also above). Moreover, in the system with ϕ = 0.9 the average crystallite size
has a bigger value in comparison to other systems at all times during crystallization process
(except the initial stages on times less than 105 DPD steps), and it is permanently growing
with time for all concentrations. At the same time, the degree of crystallinity for different
ϕ is also permanently growing with time but it is monotonically decreasing with increasing
ϕ at all times (Fig. 6b). We suppose that this feature originates from the competition of
two opposite processes that limit the crystallite growth: (i) at small concentrations there is
a lack of surrounding polymer material and no large clusters could be formed, while (ii) at
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Figure 6: Dependence of the average crystallite size (a) and the degree of crystallinity (b)
on polymer volume fraction at different times (in DPD steps, shown in the legend) during
the crystallization process.
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high concentrations the confinement (???) effect from surrounding chains is so strong that
it prevents the segments migration (???) on large distances and merging of small crystallites
into larger ones. However, we should not forget that our total simulation time may be still
too short/small, so that these trends in dependencies could change on larger times.
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Figure 7: Squared spatial distance R2 between two beads versus distance n between them
along the chain for initial (blue line) and final (green curve) conformations of a system with
polymer volume fraction ϕ = 0.9 (a). For the final conformation, dependencies R2(n) are
plotted also separately for crystalline (black line) and amorphous (red curve) segments (to
change notations to ∼ n, ∼ n1/2, ∼ n2) (a). Distribution of length of crystalline segments
(stems) in systems with different polymer volume fraction (shown in the legend) at the end
of simulations at time 108 DPD steps (to change c to ϕ in this figure) (b).
In order to better (???) understand the structure of crystallites we study the behavior
of chain segments inside and outside crystallites and plot the average (to check once more
how it was performed) squared spatial distance R2 between two monomer units versus the
distance n between them along the chain in the beginning and at the end of simulation,
see Fig. 7a. We present here only the data for the system with ϕ = 0.9, but actually the
systems with other values of polymer volume fraction show similar behavior. The initial
starting conformation of all chains in the system was Gaussian, so that the corresponding
dependence lies exactly along the line R2(n) = l2n (blue line). The data for the final system
conformation are shown for whole chains (green curve) as well as separately for crystalline
(black line) and amorphous (red curve) segments. It is clear that the crystalline segments
(stems) have rod-like conformations which leads to the power law dependence R2(n) ∼ n2.
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Contrary to that, amorphous segments have quite extended conformations only on small
length scales along the chain, and on larger scales they smoothly turn to much more crum-
pled (compact?) conformations. Note that the crystalline segments have quite short length
(not larger than 30 beads) while the amorphous segments can reach the length of about 200
beads. The curve for whole chains shows the scaling R2(n) ∼ n1/2, i.e., R ∼ n1/4, on large
distances along the chain (n > 50 ≈ Ne). We also note here again (see also above?) that
the average Ne values does not change during crystallization process (see Fig.S2), and at the
scale of the whole chain (n ≈ 1000) the chain conformation (its linear size?) does not change
a lot (too much?). The last observation again corresponds well with (to?) experimental data
from SANS90 (to check exper.paper and/or add another ones?!! we need here a ref. not to
a paper on the adjacent/non-adjacent reentry in a PE lamella but on the overall size of a
single chain as a whole before and after crystallization! may be we can use Refs.53–57). Thus,
the observed R ∼ n1/4 scaling means effectively “more than” crumpled (supercrumpled?
overcrumpled?) conformations at the scales larger than the stem segment size in a crystallite,
in some sense similar to (but stronger as!) DNA crumpling in chromosomes91 (this paper
was on rings and topological constraints, and there is comparison of many different models,
although the scaling R ∼ n1/4 is not reported for any of those models??!! except mentioning
lattice animals with refs. to Khokhlov-Nechaev;92 a comprehensive discussion of relations
between a melt of unconcatenated rings and annealed branched structure, including the ques-
tion of whether it can be mapped on a Cayley tree, can be found in Grosberg’s SoftMat2014
paper;93 seems that the branching should be somehow fixed, e.g., by permanent cross-links,
in order to get 1/4-scaling instead of 1/3?). The same scaling R ∼ n1/4 was recently re-
ported94 for cross-linked globules formed by collapse of very long chains. A similar crumpled
structure was observed recently during the collapse of a single very long semiflexible macro-
molecule59 (there even a lower exponent has been reported, R ∼ n0.165, although without
any reasonable explanation/hypothesis/arguments/making sense of data; chain length was
10000, and it was a single chain in an extremely dilute polymer solution, ϕ ≈ 0.03, in a
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very bad solvent χps ≈ 9), and this convinces us (this is possibly an evidence?) that the
formation of crumpled conformations at large scales is evident (typical?) for all polymer
systems crystallized from overcooled (???) conditions at any concentration. To consider
an alternative/additional/complementary explanation: after the steep increasing R2 ∼ n2, a
plateau on the curve for the whole/total chain starts at n ∼ 30 (which is approximately the
stem length) and ends at n ∼ 70 (which is approximately two stem lengths); the scaling at
n > 70 is R2 ∼ n1/2, i.e., R ∼ n1/4 which corresponds to the scaling of a randomly branched
polymer chain [KhokhlovNechaev]92 or of an ideal (?) ring in a lattice of obstacles with-
out tangling, which represents a so-called lattice animal, i.e., the ring double-folds along an
annealed branched structure;91,92 to discuss the analogy between a single randomly branched
chain,92 a single chain with permanent cross-links,94 melts of rings,91 a single long chain
with formation of crystalline domains which could serve as “cross-links”59 – are all these
objects similar to a tree??? all this could correspond to a set of randomly branched lamellas
consisting of a few stems of the length about 30 beads... random branching could be also due
to stems from many chains entering the same lamellae (however, the curve is for a single
chain as a whole, not for many chains)... and each lamellae consist of many stems while
each chain enters each lamellae with only a few stems (i.e., with two stems on average)... the
scaling for a single crumpled (fractal?) globule58 and for chromatin95 is R ∼ n1/3... the scal-
ing R ∼ n1/4 can also mean some effectively more dense packing of soft spheres??? isn’t is an
artefact of soft potential??? – to check once more Chertovich/Kos59 and Grosberg/Kremer91
papers...
The (final?) distributions of the length of crystallized segments for different polymer vol-
ume fractions are presented in Figure 7b. We observe the exponential Flory-like distribution
of segment lengths, and these curves look very similar for all studied systems, with exception
of ϕ = 0.9 where a small (no, a quite significant!!!) increase of the number of long crystalline
segments is observed leading to the larger average size of crystallites for this system. (Are
there two exponents with different slopes? Or the distributions becomes power-law?) We can
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Figure 8: Dependence of the average stem length on time for systems with different polymer
volume fraction (shown in the legend) and for different choice of the averaging interval (see
text for details) (to change c to ϕ in these figures).
conclude from this plot that the internal structure of all crystallites is actually the same for
all systems under study, with approximately the same maximum lamella thickness around
25-30 monomer units. This observation corresponds well with the well-known properties of
crystallized polymers14 (another Ref. would be better here? e.g., textbooks and reviews1–7?)
and validates once more our model (can such a result validate the model? our model has been
validated by means of something else, and it gives such a nice result which is in agreement
with experiment?).
In Fig.8 we plot the time dependence of the average stem length on large times. The
average was calculated over the distribution shown in Figure 7b and over the similar distri-
butions calculated at time moments 106 and 107 DPD steps. In Fig.8a we have averaged
over the whole interval of stem values, while in Fig.8b we have chosen the stem size equal
to 5 as the left border of averaging interval. The result in Fig.8 resembles (???) very much
the logarithmic in time crystalline lamella thickening (Ref. to textbooks and reviews1–7?).
An old text was not shown here and is now completely removed...
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Conclusions
DPD seems to be a suitable method to study general aspects of crystallization in polymers
(despite a wide-spread opinion that methods with soft potentials cannot be used at all to study
phenomena where the excluded volume and non-phantomness of chains play a key role). In
this study, we have performed computer simulation of crystallization process of semi-flexible
polymer chains of the length N = 1000 monomer units in solutions with various polymer
volume fractions and under poor solvent conditions. All systems under study express similar
behavior of melt (?) crystallization, well corresponding to available literature data (which
features of polymer crystallization do we exactly mean here? actually, we do not have a
clear connection/reference of our model parameters to the well known and commonly used
parameters like, e.g., supercooling ∆T , etc.), but with nontrivial concentration dependence
(melts with properties depending on concentration = ??? our system corresponds to the
polymer crystallization in melts only because the characteristic time of the polymer-solvent
macrophase separation is much smaller than the chain orientation? local? nematic? or-
dering? extension? times? but the macrophase separation time is anyway larger than the
characteristic time of chain diffusion!? – may be we need here more detailed comparison
with Stepanow’s model?!). Observed non-equilibrium (quasi-equilibrium? stationary/steady-
state process? or non-stationary?) crystallization process from the overcooled state (we do
not have overcooled melt – we have a middle poor solvent; what we actually have for pure
polymer melt? parameters of the model are chosen in such a way that the pure polymeric
system crystallizes; then the question arises what is the melting point Tm in our model?)
has the following general (universal?) properties (general features of crystallization behavior
due to universal properties of polymers – chain connectivity and intramolecular stiffness and
topology/entanglements):
1. In this model (which is related to fibers from semiflexible polymers), there is one gen-
eral (universal? simply ”the following”?) scenario of crystallization in systems with
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different polymer volume fraction ϕ. At the first stage, the precursors of crystallites are
formed rapidly, and then these precursors grow and merge into larger crystallites (i.e.,
we observe both the grow and merging of nuclei). In the second stage, a very sharp
increase in degree of crystallinity is observed followed by much more slow steady-state
(???) crystallization process. This slow process on large times is characterized by the
same logarithmic law for all ϕ above 50%. Some comments are removed.
2. The overall degree of crystallinity at the end of simulation decreases with increasing
the polymer volume fraction in the system.
3. In our model, there is always a Flory-like distribution of crystalline segments (stems?)
length and some preferable (in/on average?) crystalline lamella height (thickness? is it
calculated as an average over stem length distribution?). A lamella (have we somewhere
defined previously what is a lamella? a part of a crystallite? having hexagonal packing
of stems?) is consisting of many rod-like chain segments (stems?) with the rod (stem!!!)
size about 20-30 monomer units and hexagonal packing of stems. Each crystallite (or a
lamella?) can consist of different chains and each chain can participate in several crys-
tallites (lamellas?). To say here something about adjacent/non-adjacent reentry? To
check whether we consistently distinguish/differentiate lamellas-crystallites-spherulites!
4. There is a non-monotonous dependence of the average crystallite (cluster?) size on
the polymer volume fraction ϕ: the average cluster size (length or volume in beads?)
at ϕ = 0.9 is more than two times larger than at ϕ = 0.5 and ϕ = 1 at (on?) all
timescales. This is achieved by small (???) increase of long segments inside crystallites
(what is meant here?). We propose (believe? think? suppose?) that ϕ = 0.9 is the
optimal polymer volume fraction in our model in a sense of a balance between available
polymer material to increase crystallite size and chain entanglements preventing from
crystallites growth and merging. Again, the crystalline cluster, i.e., crystallite, size is
the size of a spherulite precursor!? and this is not the same as the lamella thickness!
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5. Our results are in agreement with intramolecular nucleation model of Hu et.al.60 (was
that model for solutions or for melts? – to check!). To the best of our knowledge (to
check!), it is a first observation in computer simulation (of intramolecular nucleation in
solutions and melts?). Although our model is a coarse–grained one, it can reflect some
general (unique?) features of (possible?) crystallization mechanisms in (solutions/melts
of?) semi-flexible polymers (???).
6. Our results do not contradict to (are in qualitative agreement with?) Muthukumar’s
results on “baby nuclei” appearing and merging,10 although we have not checked this
quantitatively. We have both the primary and secondary nucleation in our model.
Primary nucleation occurs (happens?) on very short times, and we have not studied it
in detail (this will be a topic of further investigation?). We cannot say now anything
on NG vs. SD scenario of the primary nucleation (???) in our model. Which of the
three typical routes in polymer crystallization7 is realized in our model? – we believe
that this is the route corresponding to the Strobl’s multistage model. (Muthu18 vs.
Strobl13 = ???)
As a final remark we note here that in spite of (despite of?) our initial ideas at the start
of this study we did not obtain a spherulite morphology (there are no words about these
ideas in the introduction!?), and no united crystallite (united in the sense composed from
several lamella?) was formed in all our systems (because the system is still too small?). But
we believe we came much closer to its formation than all our predecessors. Fig. 9 gives the
view of the largest crystallite (consisting of 51091 beads) in the system with ϕ = 0.9 at the
end of the simulation (t = 108 DPD steps). One can see that it consists (is composed?)
from several smaller (but still large enough!) crystallites (smaller crystallites are lamellas?)
which are connected with each other through very narrow transitional regions and form
some percolated (to add some words about how we have analysed the percolation – only
visual analysis of snapshots or some numerical analysis of percolation?) fractal object (this
statement about fractal object requires some justification or should be omitted) in periodic
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Figure 9: An example of the largest crystallite in the system with ϕ = 0.9 (see 3D view of
this example configuration in Supplementary materials – is there really such a picture
available?). Only the beads in the largest crystallite are shown in the simulation box with
periodic boundary conditions.
boundary condition (percolating cluster? self-interacting over PBC?). This is probably the
first observation of a spherulite precursor (represents probably an initial stage of a spherulite
formation) in computer simulation, but further increase of simulation box and simulation
time is needed to prove that. We hope that such DPD simulation scheme and modern
supercomputer power can help researchers to study in detail the (a?) spherulite formation
during polymer crystallization in the nearest future.
Advantage of computer simulation is that instead of doing different assumptions about
“bundles”, “mesomorphic phase”, etc., one can just see (observe?) what happens in the
system, e.g., as Muthu has seen his “baby nuclei” in a single chain.10 We can do the same but
for many long chains while using CG models. Our model seems to be appropriate (suitable?)
for (at least?) semi-flexible polymer chains in poor solvent. Again, both different theoretical
assumptions as well as different computer models can reproduce behavior of different polymer
classes.
In general, no universality (in the sense of some scaling laws?) is expected (???) for
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crystallization behavior of different systems (because this is the first-order transition? in
contrast to second-order transitions?), except lamellar thickness and thickening (?). Still,
there are (can be?) some universal properties (general for all crystallizing polymer systems)
due to chain connectivity and intramolecular stiffness. Dependence of lamellar thickness on
supercooling? What is supercooling in our system? We have not studied different temper-
atures T , but we should be able to place our T = 1 between Tg and Tm. Which χ-values
correspond to χg and χm? or should we also interpret the polymer density (volume frac-
tion, concentration) as some implicit parameter characterizing melting and glass transition
points? this is a reasonable assumption because polymer volume fraction definitely influences
the entanglement length in our model! As regards the lamellar thickening (∼ log t), it seems
that it is well visible in our results.
We present dependencies of several observable values on the polymer volume fraction
ϕ because this parameter governs the entanglements. How is this parameter of our model
related to the parameters accepted by polymer crystallization community? Actually, Anwar
et.al. have also studied time dependencies at fixed T . Lamellar thickness depends on ϕ. Does
this mean that we can somehow relate ϕ to T?
We concentrate only on a single aspect – crystallization with simultaneous macrophase
separation, which is typical for many polymer processing schemes. For this particular sit-
uation (process) we try to reveal some general features which do not depend on chemical
structure but are due to universal polymer properties like chain connectivity and intrachain
stiffness (both of them responsible for topology/entanglements), i.e., we vary the importance
of entanglements by changing ϕ. Such aspect has not been studied in simulations before (to
the best of our knowledge).
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